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Out of the Cycle of Pain
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
I have told this story in
the satsang. Master Sawan Singh Ji
used to tell this story very often: In Iran
there was a very famous Mahatma whose
name was Khwaja Hafiz Shirazi. Once He
said, "If the Master orders you to wash
your prayer mat in wine, you should do
it." In the Muslim religion wine is considered to be very bad-what to speak of
washing one's prayer mat with it? It is
very much against the Muslim religious
law. So when Hafiz said that, it created
trouble among the Muslim orthodox
people. Somebody told the Kazi (in those
days the laws and the judiciary things
were handled by the Kazis, the Koranic
judges). They said, "Khwaja Hafiz has
said this, which is against our law." The
Kazi sent somebody to Hafiz and told him
that either he should take his words back
or he should explain why he had said that.
Hafiz said, "Whatever God made me say
I have said; there is no way I can take my
words back, because it was not me who
spoke these words. It was God Almighty
Himself who spoke through me." Mahatmas say only whatever comes from
God. Guru Nanak also said, "Whatever
God makes me say, I say only that. Whatever bani is coming from the beyond, that
is what I speak." So according to that,
Hafiz said, "I cannot take the words
back."
When the Kazi came to know all this,
he personally came to Hafiz to find out
ANY TIMES
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This discourse was given on January 24,
1986, at Sant Bani Ashram, Village 16PS,
Rajasthan, India.
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what the words meant, because he was a
good soul and he wanted an explanation.
But when the Kazi came there, Hafiz said,
"I cannot tell you anything more than I
have said. If you want to know more, go
to the fakir who is residing on top of the
hill, and he will tell you more."
Now because that Kazi was a good soul
and he really wanted to know the meaning of the words spoken by Hafiz, he went
to the top of the hill where the fakir was
living and asked him. The fakir said, "I
cannot say anything. Go to the prostitute
in the town, take these two rupees and
give them to the prostitute, and there you
will understand why Khwaja Hafiz has
said those words." Now the Kazi was confused, because he thought, "What kind of
fakirs are they? One is saying that we
should wash our prayer mats in wine, and
the other is saying that I should go to a
prostitute!" Anyway, he was a true seeker
and he thought, "Let me do it - Let me
go to the prostitute and find out the
reason."
So he went to the prostitute. When he
arrived she was not at home. Somebody
else was managing the place and there was
no experienced prostitute available. They
had one young girl whom they had
bought in her early childhood and had
brought her up and now she was old
enough to do the business. The woman
who was in charge thought, "This Kazi
looks like a very wealthy customer," and
so she prepared that young girl for prostitution and when she was being prepared
and dressed up, she was weeping because
she had spent all her life purely and had

not done any bad thing before that. This
was the first time that she was going to
be presented as a prostitute.
That young girl was sent into the room
of the Kazi and since she was weeping, he
realized at once that she was not a prostitute, but was being forced into it. So he
asked her, "Tell me who you are." Because the Kazi thought, if she were a
prostitute she would have laughed and
smiled and tried to please him; but it was
not like that. So the Kazi asked the girl,
"Tell me who you are and why you are
weeping." She said, "I have spent all my
life in purity and I have not done anything
bad. This is the first time that I am going
to indulge in this sin and I don't know
what kind of life I will lead after this. I
don't know how many bad karrnas I may
have to do and what will happen to me
in the end. I am not a prostitute, I was
forced into this."
Now the Kazi wanted to know more
about the girl, so he asked her what her
village was and who her parents were. She
replied, "I don't know; when I was very
young, dacoits attacked my village and
they plundered all our wealth and kidnapped me and sold me to the prostitutes." Now the Kazi had been through
a similar experience himself, so he wanted
to know what the village of that girl was.
When he asked her, she said, "I don't
remember exactly; but maybe it was
called by this name." She mentioned a
certain name and to the Kazi's surprise
that was the name of his own village. So
he asked her, "Do you remember the
name of your father?" She said "Maybe
my father was called by this name" - and
gave the name of the Kazi himself. The
Kazi realized that this was his daughter
whom he had lost when she was very
young and had been kidnapped by the
dacoits. So the Kazi embraced her, and
there he found a lost daughter.
Now he understood why that fakir who
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was living on the top of the hill had sent
him to the prostitute's house: because that
fakir wanted to unite him with his lost
daughter. So he took the daughter and
went to the fakir and told him, "When
you told me to go to the prostitute I did
not know why you were sending me there.
But now I know the reason that was behind it. Now I understand why one should
do exactly as the Master tells him, because
the Masters are all-conscious and know
what is good for us. Even if the Master
says that we should wash the prayer mat
in wine, still we should not hesitate." Even
though it may seem very bad, even against
religion, still one should do that because
Masters are all-conscious and whatever
they tell you there is always some secret
behind it.
As all of you know, this group was supposed to come here yesterday, the 23rd
of January; you people were going to stay
in Delhi for the 22nd night and come here
on the 23rd of January. Pappu never used
to get a newspaper here but since the last
few groups, he has been getting a newspaper every day. Once in the newspaper
he read that on the 23rd of January they
were calling a strike in the state of
Haryana, through which we have to
come. On that day they were not going
to allow any vehicles-no jeeps, no
buses - nobody could travel on that day
in Haryana. So he brought that newspaper to me and asked me to find a solution because the group was supposed to
come here on the 23rd. At that time, Master Kirpal made me say that the group can
come here on the 22nd- the day before
it was scheduled to come. Instead of saying "24th," I said, "22nd." Now you know
that that was a very big change. The
group had to reach here one day before
it was scheduled, and Judith was informed. She might have had difficulty in
changing the tickets; it is very difficult to
change that many tickets in the airlines.
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But thanks to His grace, all the tickets
were changed and the dear ones got here
on time. And according to the changed
program all of you reached here safely
and happily and I was very happy to see
all of you here. If the group had come according to the original schedule-if the
group had stayed in Delhi for the 22nd
night - you would have already heard that
the hotel in which you were staying was
burned down, and thirty-eight people died
on the spot. Forty-five are struggling with
their life. So, as Guru Nanak says,
"Whatever Master tells me I say only
that," so thanks to Master Kirpal that He
made me say "22nd" and not "24th." If
He had made me say "24th" you people
would still have been in Delhi on the 22nd
and all these beautiful faces, these shining faces, these beloved dear ones of Master Kirpal who are sitting in front of me
right now, I don't know what would have
happened to them. You would have been
also in the fire and you can imagine how
difficult it would have been for me to
bear. It would have been impossible for
me to bear that loss. It is possible that
something would have happened to me
also. So I am very grateful to Master Kirpal. How can we sing the glory of that
Master Kirpal who made all these arrangements and who made me say "22nd"
instead of "24th9'? Only because of His
grace all of you were saved from such a
terrible accident. It took eight hours to
control the fire. Almost everybody was
sleeping when the fire started and most
of the people who died were Westerners.
Some were from Germany, Australia,
Russia.
Now coming to the satsang: A brief
hymn of Swami Ji Maharaj is presented
to you in which He describes this world
as a world of suffering and a world of
pain and happiness. He says that everyone in this world is suffering and enjoying happiness. Everybody is affected by
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this cycle of pain and happiness. We get
pain and happiness according to our own
karma of the past. When we enjoy the
fruit of our good karma of the past we
get happiness, but when we have to pay
our bad karma of the past, then we suffer and have disease, and have troubles.
So sitting in this body, we enjoy the happiness as well as suffer the pain.
Saints and Mahatmas tell us, "If you
want to save yourself from this cycle of
pain and pleasure, rise above this world
and reach the plane where the Almighty
Lord is." That plane where the Almighty
Lord resides is not the plane of pain and
pleasure; it is the plane of total peace.
The laws of India apply only as long
as we are living in India. Once we get a
visa to go to some other country and leave
India and go to that country, the laws of
that country apply to us. If there is peace
and happiness in that country, we will be
peaceful, we will enjoy that peace and
happiness. If there is pain or trouble
there, we will be suffering the pain and
trouble of that country. This is just an example. What is the visa I am talking
about? The visa is the Naam. I have mentioned the name of India only to give you
an example; I mean to say that the laws
of this world which are created by the
Negative Power apply to us as long as we
are living in this world, but when we get
the visa of Naam, Saints and Mahatmas
become our consuls-those who have
come into this world and who have been
appointed to give us the visa of the Naam.
They know that Sach Khand is our real
home, where there is peace and happiness, where there is no pain, no unhappiness, and we are supposed to go back to
our Real Home, Sach Khand; and Saints
have come into this world to give us the
visa of Naam which will enable us to get
back to our Real Home. So as long as we
are living in this world of unhappiness
and pain, we have to follow its laws, but
5

when we rise above it, when we go back
to our Real Home, then we enjoy the happiness there.

Leave this abode of pain and happiness. Climbing up to Sat Naam, get
attached to Him.
Your living in this body is for four
days. Then this village will be left.
Wealth, brothers, sons, grandsonsthey will not be of any use.
Swami Ji Maharaj says, "We do not know
how much relation we have with this body
in which we are living; we don't know
when our soul has to fly out of this body."
If we are not rising above this body and
leaving it ourselves, then the angel of
death will come and separate us from it.
Everybody's time, cause and place of
death is fixed; nobody knows how he is
going to die and where he is going to die.
Kabir Sahib has explained the life of
man by giving the example of a bubble
in water. He says, "The life of man is like
a bubble. When the air fills the drop of
water it becomes a bubble, but when the
air leaks out, the bubble is finished. Just
so is the life of man."
As when a leaf falls down from a tree
and the wind blows it away, so is the condition of our human life.
Sufi Sant Farid Sahib has said, "When
the time of the wedding is fixed, the
groom comes and takes the bride away."
In India when the parents arrange a marriage they fix the date of the wedding and
it doesn't matter if there is any big accident or anything, still the groom and the
in-laws try their best to reach there at the
fixed time and take the bride away. In the
same way, Farid Sahib says, "When the
soul enters the body, the time for her leaving the body is pre-determined, and the
Lord of Death comes there and shows his
face at that fixed time." If she is not ready
to leave the body by herself, then he pulls
the soul out of the body, thus giving her
6

a lot of pain. But whatever time is fixed
for her departure from this body, she has
to leave the body at that time.
Farid Sahib says that this soul is also
like the bride who will be taken away by
the groom. The Lord of Death comes as
the groom and it doesn't matter whether
the bride is ready to leave or not, the
groom will definitely take her away. If she
is ready to go she will go happily; if she
is not ready to go, even then the groom
will take her away. It is very difficult
when the Lord of Death comes and takes
the soul out. If the soul is ready to go then
it is all right; otherwise she suffers a great
deal of pain, and after death the path on
which she has to walk is very thin, onetenth the size of a hair. So those souls
who are prepared for death before death
comes, they do not have any pain; those
who do Bhajan and Simran and prepare
themselves for that time which is going
to come to everyone, they do not feel any
difficulty. Those who do Bhajan and Simran are not bothered by the Lord of
Death. He does not come for them; but
those who have not improved their lives,
those who have not taken initiation and
who have not done Bhajan and Simran,
they are given a lot of trouble by the Lord
of Death.
Here the man says, "I have so many
sons, so many grandsons, I have a
wife-" or the wife says, "I have a husband, I have so many sons and grandsons -" but when the time comes none of
them will help. Often I have said that except for Satguru there is no other protector of ours in the temple of the Lord of
Judgment. There is no one else who can
save us from the snare of the Negative
Power. There is no one except our Master who can release us from all this pain
and unhappiness. But it is a pity that we
do not love the Satguru as much as we
love the worldly things.
Kabir Sahib said, "The Master desires
SANT BANI

for, and loves, everyone; but no one loves
and desires the Master." There will be
only one out of millions and billions who
desires the Master and who loves the Master with his every single breath, all the
time, sitting, standing or doing anything.
He who says, "My life is yours, everything
belongs to you"- there may be only one,
or a few, out of millions or billions. Master loves everyone, He desires for everyone; but few are those who remember the
Master with their every single breath.
Master Kirpal used to say that if we
knew how much the Master loves us, we
would go on dancing in the streets.

Every day the breaths are going out.
One day this bag will be emptied.
Your body is a water bag; water is
flowing out through all its holes.
Now He lovingly explains to us that our
body is like a water bag. The water bag
has only one outlet and still very soon it
gets empty. But our body has two outlets.
When we breathe in, life is decreased;
when we breathe out, even then our life
is decreased. In this way, by breathing in
and out, very soon this bag of the body
will become empty of breath and we will
have to leave it.
Saints tell us that this bag of our body
is becoming empty whether we are sleeping or sitting, running, talking or doing
anything. Twenty-four hours a day, with
every single breath, our body is becoming empty.

You are unconscious and careless and
never listen to the Original Word.
You have become careless in this material world and you have forgotten yourself; you have forgotten death. For
twenty-four hours a day that Sound of
God is coming within you, but you have
forgotten it; you are not listening to it.
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Maya is chasing you; why not give up
lust?
The Negative Power has created these
idols of clay, and to them he has attached
the mind as his agent. And he has told his
mind to check and make sure that nobody
should do the devotion of the Lord;
everybody should remain content in pleasure. We have become habitual in indulging in pleasures. Even though we repent
and know how much we are losing and
say that we will never do it again, when
the wave of mind comes, then we lose
everything and give in.
Kabir Sahib says that the unchaste
person can never do the devotion of God
because his illusions and worries never
come to an end: in his mind he always
worries, he knows that he is doing a bad
thing .
Kabir Sahib says further that the rise
of the meditation of Naam is upward and
the degradation of lust is downward.
When we do the meditation of Naam our
soul goes up, and when we indulge in lust
our soul comes down. We cannot do both
things at one time because they are
exactly opposite to each other. There is
the same difference as between day and
night. We can have only one taste, one
intoxication, one enjoyment: either we
give up the taste of pleasures and have
the intoxication of Shabd Naam, or we
give up the real intoxication and pleasure
of Shabd Naam and indulge in the
worldly pleasures.
Saints do not mean to spoil anyone's
married life; they do not say that in married life you cannot be together. They tell
us that marriage means taking a partner
and making the worldly life smooth and
comfortable, and in married life there is
no difficulty. The difficulty comes only
when the dear ones indulge with each
other in lust more than they should be doing so that gradually the love between the

husband and wife is finished, and instead
of coming closer and loving each other,
they lose their love.

Without the grace of the Master you
will not escapefrom this; meditate
on the Guru's Naam.
If you want to get away from the heat you
will have to go to the mountains. In the
same way, if you want to get away from
the fire, from the heat of the pleasures,
you will have to receive the grace of the
Master. Now the question is: Master is always showering His grace on us, but how
much are we receptive to His grace? How
ready are we to receive His grace?

Contemplate the Form of the Master
in your heart; still your mind.
When the wave of lust comes and bothers
you, at that time you should hide yourself behind the form of the Master. Sit in
remembrance of Master, sit doing the
Simran of the Master, and take refuge at
the feet of the Master, because this is the
only way of saving yourself from the
wave of lust. The refuge of the Master is
a very strong fort.

He is gracious; He thinks of showering grace on you; with His every
single breath He helps.
When by doing Simran you cross the sun,
moon, and stars and reach the form of
the Master, when you manifest the form
of the Master within you, that form of the
Master is a very gracious one, and He will
protect you with every single breath, and
give you everything you will need. When
the form of the Master is manifested
within us, the Master protects us as the
mother protects the child. The mother
sees that now the child is going to put his
hand in the fire, and it is not good for
him; so at once she goes and saves him
from the fire. Even though the child may
not like that because he is innocent and
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does not know what is good or bad for
him, the mother knows and that is why
she protects him. In the same way when
the form of the Master is manifested
within us, since He is the gracious one,
He is the loving one, and He is our protector, He protects us with every single
breath. Now when we are sitting outside,
even now Master is showering all His
grace on us; but since we are not aware
what is good and what is bad for us, when
we have some desire and it is not fulfilled,
we get upset at the Master, because we do
not know whether it was good for us or
bad for us. So when we go within, and
when we manifest the Form of the Master, then we come to realize how much
grace is being showered on us and how
Master is giving us the things which we
need.

Give up the pleasures. Why do you
buy the disease? There is no comfort in it.
Swami Ji Maharaj is once again awakening us from the slumber of carelessness
and says, "The pleasures of the world are
the diseases. You should give them up."
0 dear one, obey the Master. Only
then will you find peace.
Now Swami Ji Maharaj lovingly says,
"Dear one, first of all whatever your Master is telling you to do, do that. Only then
will you find peace."

He will remove all your pain. He will
give you the Immovable Abode.
When we obey the commandments of the
Master, when we act according to the instructions of the Master, then Master
knows how He has to remove our pain,
and only then Master gives us the real
home, Sach Khand, which does not fall
into any kind of dissolution or grand dissolution.
SANT BANI

Radha Soami makes you hearsearch for your own Naam.
Swami Ji Maharaj lovingly says, "I have
explained to you that this is the world of
suffering." This world of the Negative
Power is full of suffering and death. The
only way we can get away from the
suffering of this world is to rise above this
world. We have been given this precious
human body, but we are wasting our precious breaths by indulging in worldly
pleasures. The only way we can save our-

selves from this pain and unhappiness is
to go within and hear the Shabd and manifest that Naam with which we are already
connected by the Perfect Master.
Finally I would like to give you one
piece of advice, and that is that you
should utilize this precious human birth
you have been given and you should take
advantage of it. Whatever your Master
has told you to do, you should do that,
because He is within you and He knows
best. Whatever He orders, you should do
that and improve your life.

NEW DIRECTORY
It's time for a new Satsang directory. Please send any changes since the last
directory (August 1984) to Sant Bani Ashram before May 1, 1986. (Please check
the entry for your Satsang in the old directory for any changes in time or place
of Satsang, address or phone number of group leader, etc.)

I

ANURAG SAGAR INDEX
For those who have the first edition of the Anurag Sagar, the index which was
included in the second edition has been reprinted separately. Please write to
Sant Bani Ashram if you would like us to send you one. (No charge.)

BRIEF LIFE SKETCH OF SANT AJAIB SINGH
The Brief Life Sketch of Sant Ajaib Singh Ji, which was contained in the pamphlet, "Sant Ji: An Introduction" (which is no longer available), is now available separately. It tells the story of Sant Ji's life up to 1981. The text is 16 pages,
and it contains a chart listing the main line of Masters back to Kabir Sahib,
and pictures of Ajaib Singh, Kirpal Singh, and Sawan Singh, along with beautiful color pictures of Sant Ji on front and back covers. This is an excellent
introduction to Sant Ji for new seekers, and is also basic reading for initiates.
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With Sant Ji in Bombay
CHRISTOPHER McMAHON
JI'S Bombay Program of 1986
was as powerful and beautiful as
ever. His work in this area continues to
grow and so this year we had to rent three
halls to accommodate the Western and
Indian sangats. This year we had 110
Westerners attending the program and
with His Grace we were able to utilize
Rambagh Hall exclusively for their accommodations. The Indian Sangat was
accommodated in Gurwadi Hall, and
Sant Ji and party stayed in Luharwadi
Hall where all the darshans, meditations
and Satsangs were held. It was astounding to contemplate upon how the program
has grown, especially when one thinks
back upon the first Bombay Program in
1978 when Sant Ji held satsang in a tiny
rundown church or in private homes.
Later He shifted to Rambagh and at our
first program there, almost as many
Westerners attended as Indians. Sant Ji
told us at that time that the Bombay Program would grow a lot. This year He said
that within several years even the three
halls we rented would not be enough and
we would have to search for some larger
place to hold the satsangs.
On Saturday afternoon the Sangat was
gathered at Luharwadi in expectation of
Sant Ji's arrival. It is always a very special time when the souls are awaiting the
first glimpses of the Perfect Master. His
coming is always new and it is impossible to remember how absolutely beautiful He is even if one has seen Him an hour
or a day before, what to speak of a year.
His form is so charming, sweet and attractive and the mere sight of Him washes away so many of the worries and cares
that are part of the day-to-day struggle
for existence. When He came into the
hall, He gave us a brief talk as follows:
ANT
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"We must thank Almighty Supreme
Father Kirpal Who has showered endless
grace on us and has given us the opportunity to do His devotion. This is a very
precious wealth, and to collect this
wealth He has given us this opportunity, because this wealth cannot be grown
in any field; it cannot be bought in any
market; with no money can this be
bought. This can only be obtained with
the Grace of the Master, and only with
our effort. Our effort alone will not do
anything if the Master is not gracious.
The Giver is there and He is ready to give
to us, but if we are not ready to receive,
if we are not making the effort, how can
we receive the Grace He wants to give us?
I hope that as in previous years you
maintained silence here and devoted as
much time as possible to meditation, in
the same way this year you will also devote as much time in meditation as possible. You should not wander here and
there and waste any of your time."

After giving this opening talk He went
up to His room.
The rest of the program of meetings
with Sant Ji followed the usual sequence
of morning meditation from 7:30- 8:30,
Westerners' darshan from 11:OO- 12:00,
meditation 12:OO- l:00 and Satsang from
6:45 -7:45 p.m. In the mornings Sant Ji
conducted interviews with Westerners and
in the afternoon with the Indian Sangat.
This year Sant Ji changed the darshan
program for the Indian Sangat and each
person or family was allowed to see Him
only once. In previous years they used to
come daily and quietly go in to touch His
feet and take the Prashad. Only a few
people would sit and talk with Him. So
SANT BANI

is and where she belongs. Because she
is suffering so much, because of the sins
and obeying the mind, she is under the
burden of karma and the sins. Looking
at this, God Almighty Himself [in the
form of a Saint], came into this
world. . . He told us what this Path is
and what we are supposed to do and
what our Real Home is. Swami Ji Maharaj says that He Himself came in this
world becoming the form of the Saint
and He Himself revealed His secrets. The
love for the Master helps us to get rid of
or to get detached from the love of the
world. Up until now those who have
achieved anything on this Path have
done so only by loving the Master. The
Master is not hungry for our love because
He already is in love with His Master.
But unless we have love for the Master
we cannot do our work. Anyone who has
achieved anything on this Path has done
so only by loving the Master.
"I am very happy that all of you have
come here giving up your worldly attachments and the responsibility of your
homes, which is very difficult to leave.
I am very happy that you have come here
for a few days, and I hope that by sitting
here you will do only that thing for
which you have come here and you will
not do anything else. Behind the Simran
given to us by the Masters, Their renunJanuary 12, 1986
ciation is working; Their hard work,
"We are very fortunate ones that God Their sacrifice works. They do not give
has given us the human body. The only us the Simran from any hearsay or from
benefit of receiving the human body is any book. Whatever They have medithat in this human body we can do the tated upon and whatever They have
things which we cannot do in other bod- sacrificed, They give us only that Simran.
ies (such as the body of birds and When we do the Simran given to us by
animals), and that work is the devotion the Master constantly and come behind
of the Lord. Our soul has forgotten her the eyes, then we need the contemplaroyal family. She has forgotten that she tion, we need the Dhyan. We need to
belongs to Sat Purush's family, and mak- contemplate upon the form of the Masing friends with the mind, she is carry- ter so much so that we forget our body,
ing a burden of sins and is following the our everything, and remember only the
mind. She has forgotten who her family Master; because once we come behind

this year each person had a chance to sit
with Sant Ji privately and open their
hearts to Him. Sant Ji told us that He
liked this much better because by knowing the problems of the satsangis He
could serve them much better.
One interesting thing happened this
year in terms of Sant Ji's work with initiates of Baba Somanath Ji: Baba Ji had
a large number of initiates in Andra
Pradesh and Karnatika states. There is
one district of Andra Pradesh in particular where Baba Ji had a large Sangat and
out of this region a group of about ten
people came, four of whom were seeking
initiation. They brought with them the request of the Sangat for Sant Ji to come
to South India to give comfort and solace
to the initiates and Naam to those seeking initiation. So Sant Ji is now considering having a Bangalore program in the
years to come. This is truly happy news,
for the Sangat there is very poor and it
is difficult for them to see Sant Ji even
in Bombay.
Each morning there were beautiful sittings with Sant Ji. The loving souls from
East and West sat together in His Sweet
Remembrance and to gain His pleasure.
Sant Ji gave a number of fine meditation
talks. Following are some quotes from
these talks.
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the two eyes, when we reach the Eye
Center, our soul sometimes goes down,
sometimes it goes up; unless we have a
lot of Dhyan of the Master, we cannot remain there. So that is why it is very important for the disciple to have
contemplation on the form of the Master once he reaches the Eye Center. Guru
Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj says, 'Giving u p
his own self, the disciple has to merge
himself or dissolve himself in the Master.' We can reach the form of the Master only by doing constant Sirnran. When
the disciple does the Simran constantly
and forgets himself, he goes to the form
of the Master, and once the form of the
Master is manifested, then the duty of
the disciple is completed. But before
reaching the form of the Master we have
to cross the stars, sun and moon and we
can do that only by doing constant Simran. Constant Simran can only take us to
the form of the Master. When the form
of the Master is manifested, the duty of
the disciple is completed, and the Master takes that disciple up with the support of the Shabd; and the soul crosses
the higher planes one by one, only by
climbing on the Shabd.
"Only after reaching the form of the
Master does the initiate become a real
disciple. The real love and respect and
appreciation for the Master comes within the disciple only when he reaches the
form of the Master; because then he can
see with his own eyes what the Master
is doing for the disciple and how the
Master is taking the soul from one plane
to another with His Grace and with the
support of the Shabd.
'The soul who reaches this place cannot describe the happiness or the intoxication which she has got, because if she
does she loses. The progress gets
stopped. The disciple or soul who has
reached this stage and sees the form of
the Master should protect the spiritual

wealth which she has got, just like a
woman protects her body. In that way the
disciple should protect whatever he has
gotten in the meditation.
"In one of the groups which went to
Rajasthan for meditation, there was a
dear one who worked very hard in meditation and had a lot of experience and got
the form of the Master. That dear one
told his group leader about his experience, out of his innocence. The group
leader, because he was not meditating
enough, (because usually the Master
makes only those people group leaders
whom He wants to give something and
who will meditate, but sometimes when
people are made group leaders they become lazy and look for name and fame
and give u p doing the meditation), so
that group leader did not meditate that
much, so he felt jealous, and he thought,
T h i s person has got initiation after I got
it, and I am an old initiate. I have not got
all these things, why has he got them?'
So he felt jealous of him and because of
that the progress of the dear one who was
meditating was stopped, and then he
repented. Then he came to me and said
that he had lost what he had received.
"In the same way there is an incident
of Master Sawan Singh's lifetime. There
was a disciple who worked very hard in
meditation. She used to get a lot of experience. But when she talked about it
her progress stopped. Then she complained, she wept, she begged in front
of Master Sawan Singh saying Whatever
I have received has been taken away. I
have lost all my progress.' So Master Sawan Singh also used to say that when the
Master gives you anything, you should
digest it; you should protect it. He used
to say that if you show a mirror to an ugly
looking person, he will break that mirror. In the same way if you talk about
your experience with a person who is not
authorized and who may have jealousy
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for you, you may lose all the Grace of the
Master. You may lose the experiences,
the intoxication, which you have received
in the meditation, so it is very important.
Whatever you have received in meditation, you should keep it with you and not
talk about it with other people. . .
"Leaving off the thoughts of the outside, take your attention inside. All the
stars and suns and moons are within us.
We can see all those things within, when
we withdraw our attention from the outside and concentrate at the eye center.
When our attention drops from the Eye
Center, then we can neither see the Light
nor hear the Sound. Sant Mat demands
a lot of hard work. For years together one
has to work very hard on this Path to
achieve success. But mind creates laziness within us. It creates the feeling of
hurry within us. Sometimes it does not
allow us to sit for meditation; but going
in good company for ten days, if we have
sat for meditation, then he creates the
feeling of hurry: 'Why haven't I
progressed? and he always puts obstacles in our meditation.
"When we do Simran lovingly, the
streams of mind and soul which are going within us start coming together, and
when we reach the Eye Center the real
appreciation, the real inspiration and
love, is created within us. Then we stand
on our own feet, and then we become independent. . . It is a very precious opportunity to get the human birth. It is
like we are on the last step in the cycle
of eighty-four births and deaths; we are
on the last point. And if we make efforts
in this human birth, we can easily get to
Sach Khand which is our Real Home.
When God showers grace on us, He inspires us and brings us into the company of the Saints and Mahatmas. And
when the Masters shower Grace on us,
when they become gracious on us, they
connect us with the Shabd Naam. And
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sitting in the lap of the Masters we can
progress spiritually. . . .
"Satgurus do not make any mistakes.
While giving the Initiation they do not
make any mistake. In fact God Almighty
Himself comes in the form of the human
being; the form of the Master.
.
"At the time of Initiation the Master
makes such an arrangement with us that
we keep paying off our Pralabdh Karmas, our fate karmas, and along with that
we also make progress within. Those
who become lax, who become lazy in following and obeying the orders of the
Masters, they become the victims of pleasure and pain. But those who obey the
orders of the Master, those who live according to the instructions of the Master,
they get the real and precious wealth of
Happiness and Joy.
"No mother is happy looking at the
sufferings of her child. Many times in order to make the child better she even has
to give bitter medicine. She has to, because she knows what is good or bad for
the child. The child is innocent, he does
not know what is good or bad for him,
but the mother knows, so that is why
many times she may have to give medicine which the child may not like. But
she is doing that only to make the condition of the child better. In the same
way Satguru also knows what is best for
us, and only He knows what we need
and what we require so that is what He
gives us but we may not like that. W e
should not lose faith in Him; we should
not lose courage. W e should work hard
and go within. W e should see things with
our own eyes. Satguru has come to give
us a lot of Grace and w e should be receptive to i t . . . .
"Showering His Limitless Grace on us,
God has given us this precious opportunity that is the human birth. In the human birth we can take advantage of this
human body only when we go within
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and see God who is within us. The Mahatmas who have gone within and
searched for the Truth of God withinThey have the unshakeable Faith. For
Them the praises of the people do not become a reason for Their happiness and
joy, and the criticism of the people do not
become a cause for them getting upset,
because they understand God as the
highest of all. They do not pay any attention to the criticism of the world and
They always understand God as higher
than the world. They do not understand
world as higher than God. They know
that this is the most precious opportunity and we do not get it again and again.
As Kabir says, 'Just as the fruit after
ripening falls down; it does not go back
and get itself attached to the branch of
the tree, in the same way once we lose
this human body, we do not get it again
and again.' Guru Nanak says, 'We waste
our day in playing, we waste our night
in sleeping. Human birth is a precious
gem and sensual pleasures are just like
shells.' In the exchange of shells we are
wasting our precious ruby, our precious
human body.
"If there is any precious thing in this
world that we need to obtain which we
cannot buy with any price; which we
cannot grow in any field; which we cannot obtain using all our strength or power, that is the devotion of the Lord. We
cannot get this precious wealth of the devotion of the Lord by any means. The devotion of the Naam, the devotion of the
Shabd and taking refuge in the Master
is the only way by which we can save
ourselves from those five dacoits-lust,
anger, greed, attachment and egoismwhich are making us dance like a monkey. By loving the Master constantly, by
taking refuge in the Feet of the Master,
by doing the devotion of the Shabd
Naam and the Master, we become free of
all these five dacoits.
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"All the world is running after name
and fame and the happiness and joys of
the world. And behind the happiness
and joy and the name and fame of the
world there is great suffering, great unhappiness and pain. We can get the real
Happiness only by reaching the Home of
the Lord. Once we get back to our Real
Home we get such Peace and Happiness!
God blesses us with such a Peace and
Happiness, that once He blesses us with
that Peace and Happiness He does not
take it back.
"It is very important for those who
want to do the devotion that they should
love the Saints, because God has blessed
Them with all His blessings. And They
are the representatives of God. So it is
very important for those who want to do
the devotion, that they should love the
Master. Swami Ji says that you should
contemplate on the form of the Master.
Without this you will not get liberated.
God Himself is manifested in Them, and
God has given Them all His blessings.
That is why unless we love the Saints
where He is manifested, we cannot get
liberation. The thing for which we are
searching, wandering here and there, is
nowhere outside. It is here within us.
When we withdraw our attention from
all outer things and sit within, we find
that for which we are looking outside.
And when we go within and find that
thing, all our wandering, all our going
here and there, comes to an end. Guru
Arjan says, 'Fill your mind with the
Naam of the Lord. What else are you
thinking?' When we go within, the mind
which is running here and there and is
making us run here and there like the
deer, stops, and we get the thing for
which we are looking outside. . .
"Right now our mind is wandering
here and there like a crazy person who
likes to create the destructions. But if we
make our mind take the medicine of
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Shabd Naam from the Saints and Mahatmas, then later on our mind does the
meditation and he becomes normal and
starts concentrating, and starts becoming
peaceful. And then our mind who right
now is wandering here and there like a
crazy person and is not allowing us to go
within, the same mind helps us in going
within. In our spiritual journey he becomes our very good friend. So you have
to make your mind quiet, because only
a quiet mind can meditate. Don't understand meditation as a burden. Do it lovingly. While meditating don't pay any
attention to the outer sounds or disturbances. Don't allow your mind to wander outside. Concentrate him at the Eye
Center. . . ."
This year Sant Ji gave us, renewed in
us, a sense of the importance of serving
in the langar correctly. He reminded us
that the servers should never touch the
serving spoons, pots, or pitchers to the
plates or cups of those being served, that
we should be very careful not to spill food
while serving, that we should serve only
as much food as was required, and that
those serving should wait to eat until
everyone else had been served as much as
they wanted.
The strictness of His advice may seem
peculiar to many of us in the West because we are not so very used to some of
the Eastern traditions that surround the
serving and preparation of food. But I
think He is inspiring us to truly concentrate on the sanctity of the Prashad we are
taking. When His advice is followed
regarding serving, it definitely makes a
person concentrate more fully on what he
is doing. The person being served also has
to be attentive to the Prashad before
them. This attentiveness on the parts of
both server and served also prevents wastage of sanctified food.
There is also a definite beauty and simApril 1986

plicity manifested when the Sangat sits together on the ground allowing themselves
to be served. The atmosphere becomes
very charged when the Sangat sings the
bhajans of the Saints while the food is being served. This part of the service has a
value beyond words. There is a definite
invocation of the Master's Grace, Love
and Protection when the bhajans are
sung, and it helps to create a peaceful and
holy atmosphere in which to take the
food. It is very valuable for us to be in
that spirit of remembrance, gratefulness
and receptivity when we are taking the
food blessed by Him. Sant Ji also told us
that singing the Bhajans with the tongue
washes away many sins. So the more of
us that unite our hearts in singing the
hymns of praise to the Almighty Lord,
the better.
One very beautiful thing that occurred
this year in the langar during the preparation of the food was that the bhajans
were constantly being sung. There were
several devoted satsangis that were appointed the seva of keeping the bhajans
going at all times, and so from the early
morning to late at night one could go into
the langar and feel the blessings of the
Master being showered on the langar.
Master Kirpal once narrated a wonderful
story about how he had instructed his
cook (in the military) to keep in God's
remembrance while preparing his food.
One day Master Kirpal's meditations were
disturbed during the night and the next
day he questioned his cook as to whether
he had been doing the remembrance while
preparing the food, and the cook admitted that he had been holding some worldly conversation during that time.
So from this it can be seen that our
food preparation is no small matter. Sant
Ji once told the sevadars in Bombay that
the langar seva was very high. He said
that those involved in that seva should
realize that they are serving God Himself

in the form of the Sangat and that even
if the food preparation has to go on during Satsang, that the sevadars should not
leave that seva, as the langar seva was
above satsang.
One of the beautiful Graces that Sant
Ji seems to be showering on us by teaching us how to serve and be served in the
langar, to sing the bhajans, and to do all
the things involved in programs such as
He holds in Bombay, New Hampshire,
California, Vancouver, Bogota, etc., is
the grace of learning to sanctify all the activities of our life with His Remembrance.
Personally I feel that it is going to take
a long time to really understand in my
heart of hearts how He is present in each
and every activity of our life whether we
are near or far from Him physically.
When we are near Him physically it is
much easier to perceive the presence of
the Master Power even in the outer events
that are taking place around Him, but I
am sure that He wants us all to inwardly
digest this manifested and tangible knowledge of His Presence and recognize it
when we are living out our everyday lives
at home.
One thing He said in Bombay really
helped me to feel the importance of understanding the invisible dimension of His
Presence. At the beginning of the program He gave a short talk to the sevadars.
It was a very sobering talk. He said that
the value of seva is very great but there
was a danger in it also because in seva
pride and egoism comes. He said on the
other hand that through meditation humility comes. So He was cautioning us all
to be on the alert so that we would strive
with heart and soul to do the seva realizing that only He, the Pure and Perfect
Master, was the doer and we were but instruments in His hands. Also in that talk
He said that the sevadars should never
think that the Master is not watching the
seva that they are doing. He said the seva

of the sevadars is written in the Master's
Heart. This was a very helpful thing to
hear. Somewhere within me the awareness
came that He just wants us to do the work
at hand whether He outwardly recognizes
or not. He wants us to do everything trying to understand that He is present in all
places and things and that we should do
the helpful works with just as much enthusiasm whether He is physically present
or not. He really wants us to recognize
His love living within each of us.
Along with this awareness came the
realization also that the times in His company have changed. His work is growing
all the time and the days of great intimacy are over. In the beginning He spent a
lot of time teaching us to do the seva,
talking to us about it, inspiring us to do
all the right things. And now He simply
expects us to do it, for He must put His
attention on the new souls who come to
His Feet. In the beginning the seva talks
were almost a daily event, but over the
years He has reduced it to two short meetings. There is definitely a sort of bittersweet dimension to the outer changes in
His work, but really and truly it is such
a sweet and beautiful thing to realize that
more and more souls are getting the benefit of His Satsang and Darshan. In doing so it is only natural that those of us
who were so fortunate to come to Him
in the earlier days of His work should
move to the background and do all we
can to make it possible for the new initiates and seekers to derive benefit from
His Presence. He definitely wants us all
to know the truth that He is with us
always.
In the beginning when we are just becoming acquainted with the Path, it is
only natural that we should thirst after
His personal attention, because we know
almost nothing of the Power of Love that
radiates through Him. But over a period
of time, He does help us to realize that
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the Satguru is a love-filled Power and that
we must accept the responsibility to find
that Power within ourselves that He has
revealed to us through His life in this
world. That is a very difficult thing to do
because there is such a sweet and delightful Grace that flows in His physical Presence and it is easy to become lax in the
inner disciplines especially if one has the
blessing of living near the outer form of
the Master.
Sant Ji has very graciously prevented
us from living near Him for extended
periods so that we do not lose our dedication to the Bhajan and Simran and
Dhyan by which we can realize His Presence within us. This may not appeal to
many of us, but a careful study of the history of Sant Mat easily shows one that
those who have lived in close proximity
to the Master have often neglected their
meditation and instead became involved
in the external affairs of His mission.
With this comes the vying for position
and prominence in His work; the very
things which lead our souls farther and
farther from His Inner Reality. It is for
this reason that He is truly strict with
those who have any outer responsibilities
in the programs. He wants to save us
from falling into any trap that might lead
us to believe that we are personally indispensable in His mission. This was
graphically brought home to me during
this year's program when I made a big
blunder that could have been a source of
sadness to Him. I had been critical in an
indirect way of some dear ones who I felt
had not understood a particular situation
correctly. The real problem was in my
own mind, and my perception of the situation had arisen because of my reluctance to communicate about certain
aspects of the program.
If I had been more responsible in the
beginning there is a good chance the difficult situation that arose during the
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course of the program never would have
occurred. Anyway, when some insight
came as to the role I had played, I felt a
deep remorse in my heart because I know
that the one thing that causes the Master
tremendous grief is when the satsangis do
not maintain harmonious relationships
with each other. Master Kirpal was very,
very strong on this point. So I so much
wanted to apologize to Sant Ji for this
mistake, since I was the one who had
brought up the problem to Him. It was
a brief meeting, but in that He said something that was such a powerful reminder
of the true state of affairs. He looked at
me and said, "Do you think you are doing any seva? No. You are not. Baba Ji
is doing all the things. He is making the
people sit, He is taking care of the people,
He is doing everything." Now I cannot
really pretend to comprehend the full impact of Sant Ji's words because in order
to do so a person would have to have the
Pure Inner Eye to actually perceive the
Master working, but it did create more of
that yearning within to endeavor to see
things from His Perspective. What a great
relief it will be to one day really see that
He alone is the Doer and we are at best
instruments in His Hands.
This year we had quite a large group
of parents with children. He made it clear
to us that we should do our very best to
make them as comfortable as possible. Indeed He told us that for the Bombay Program the parents with children should be
given a preference, in terms of coming to
India and attending the program. And
this year, He created a deeper appreciation within us for the beauty of the seva
He was inspiring the parents to do both
for their own souls and for the souls of
their children. I am sure there must be a
very incredible Grace that comes upon the
families with children that attend the program in Bombay. It is such a totally
different environment from the West.
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There is not as much space as people are
accustomed to at home and it is not as
easy to procure the special food items that
young ones like, but somehow He helped
us to make better preparations than in the
past and this proved very beneficial for
all. The wonderful blessing for parents
and children is that they have the opportunity to have the personal darshan of the
Master several times a day. They are able
to see Him before He goes up to His room
after morning meditation and evening
Satsang. There is a special children's darshan in the morning and they also are able
to attend the 11:OO- 12:OO Darshan for
the Westerners. And who can calculate
the value of the Divine Impressions their
young and innocent hearts are receiving?
With these young and tender souls He can
radiate His love and Grace directly into
their hearts without having to work so
hard and long to remove the deep impressions of the world that most of us have.
So seeing this I was grateful that He allowed us to try to make the parents and
children happy and comfortable.
One evening when we were in the langar having our evening snack, the children
were having a great time running here and
there, playing with each other. Then I
remembered something Sant Ji had said
to the effect that, "The grownups may not
feel glad to see the children playing and
having fun, but sitting here in Rajasthan
I can see them (referring to the little ones
abroad) and I am glad." Of course during the program the adults are supposed
to maintain the discipline and work hard
in meditation, but it seemed so wholesome and beautiful to watch the little ones
having such a good time.
I mentioned above that Sant Ji was
considering having a program in Bangalore, South India. This was very exciting news for us, because after Baba Ji left
the body, there was no one of Sant Ji's
spiritual status to inspire the thousands
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of initiates living there. Many of these
people live in remote desert regions and
the cost of a train ticket to Bombay is out
of the question for they are, on this level, very poor. There has naturally been a
lot of heartache and confusion during
these years as there almost always is when
a Perfect Master leaves and some of His
disciples try to assume the role of the
Guru without having first perfected themselves in meditation.
Well, along with the joy of thinking
that Baba Ji's disciples in the South would
once again have the wonderful and glorious benefit of Satsang and Darshan, my
mind began scheming as to how I could
develop my import business so I could afford the trips to India. My mind convinced me that this was not at all a bad
idea for I could spend a few days seeing
my business connections and then spend
the rest of the time in His company.
Once this idea took root in my mind I
failed to see how it was preventing me
from being completely absorbed in the
precious days with Him. At one point in
Rajasthan, the seed that had been planted began to grow vigorously and my mind
was filled with all kinds of brilliant ideas
(during meditation of course) of how I
was going to really develop my business
to support my trips to India. Very, very
fortunately, His influence was far greater than my own mind's power, and He inspired me to put the question to Him as
to whether it was a good idea or not. Now
probably everyone who is reading this is
amazed to think that anyone could be so
dense as to think that such an idea was
at all sane, but I think one thing is true:
our mind very seldom allows us to see its
subtle workings and it is only His Grace
that permits us to make a mistake in His
Presence. The mind does not like to be
admonished by the Master or even admit
that it is on a wayward track, but He has
a very beautiful way of tripping us up

and bringing things into the open.
At any rate, He made the question
come out and He gave a very instructive
reply in the form of a story.
He said that Tulsi Sahib had once gone
to see his Master, but the actual condition of his inner mind was that he was
thinking of doing some business. When
he left his home, his Master assumed the
form of a common man and appeared at
his house. He knocked on the door and
it was answered by his wife. The Master
asked, "Well, where is Tulsi?" She said,
"He has gone to see his Master!" He replied "No he hasn't, he has gone on some
business." Then He went away.
When Tulsi Sahib returned home after
physically visiting his Master his wife
asked him, "Well, where were you?" He
said, "I told you that I was going to see
the Master." She replied "Well, after you
left a man came to the door and told me
you had gone on some business." Then
Tulsi Sahib, because he was a sincere
devotee, realized his mistake and confessed to his wife that although he had
gone to see the Master physically his mind
had been on business.
So sometime afterwards Tulsi Sahib
again told his wife that he was going to
see his Master. But his mind deceived him
once more and the thought of doing business was present within. So the same play
of the Master unfolded as the first time,
and once again Tulsi Sahib was humbled
when his wife told him what had
happened.
The third time that Tulsi Sahib set out
to see his Guru, he had the firm determination in his heart to go to see the Master and the Master only, and because of
his previous mistakes and his sincerity, he
kept his mind pure. When he left, his
Guru once again appeared at the house
and enquired from his wife, "Well where
is Tulsi today?" She said. "He told me he
has gone to see the Master, but God only
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knows; he has probably gone on some
other business." But his Master replied,
"No, this time he has truly gone to see the
Master."
Sant Ji further said, that there is no
harm in doing business but you should
make it a totally separate thing from the
trips to see the Master. When you come
to see the Master you should come only
for the Satsang, seva, darshan, and meditation.
He added one more thing that affected me very, very deeply because I could
see for myself just how true it was. He
said that very few of the Westerners who
have been coming regularly to India really
appreciate the sanctity of the trip. We do
not appreciate the grace and the benefits
we are getting and we are taking the trips
as some kind of ritual.
After this encounter, a new understanding began to unfold in my heart. It
became so apparent that this was truly
my condition. Ever since I found out
about Sant Ji, I had been traveling to
India yearly and I had come to accept
that as a very important part of my life
but I had in some way lost that real inner
awareness that the trips were sacred and
special beyond belief. I do not know how
common this disease is, but Sant Ji indicated that I was not the only one who had
forgotten. And I began to see how vitally important it was not to take the trip for
granted, and to try to make every single
day an offering of appreciation for
all that He does for us both within and
without. The longing came to make life
at home in the U.S. a more concentrated
dedication to His remembrance, so that
when those very, very sacred days come
to sit in His company, there will be more
emptiness within to receive His Great and
Perfect Love. He made it clear that the
time may be at hand when those of us
who have been going to India on a yearly
basis will have to give way to many new
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initiates who have not had a chance to be
with Him in India.
All of this only helped to bring a new
awareness to me of the value of His company. Sometimes only when something
that is very dear to us is going to be taken
away do we begin to realize how precious
it is. And, of course, He definitely wants
us to strive to meet the inner Master
whose company we may have at all times.
He has reminded us many, many times
that only those who have come in contact
with the inner Master can truly appreciate the outer Master as well, and so I
think He is giving many of us a real impetus to work towards that inner goal.
There are so many forms which complacency can take and one form is assuming that one will be able to make the
regular trips to India.
Before ending I would like to say this,
though: No matter what a person's condition is, or what they think it is, if
they should have the opportunity to go to

India to sit in His Company they should
not miss that opportunity. I have shared
my own experience and renewed enthusiasm only because that is the awareness He created within me this time. I
have gone to India on numerous occasions in a much less receptive state, but
still I treasure the remembrance of those
trips very, very much. I only mean to say
that if somehow we can realize more and
more how very fortunate we are to have
such a beautiful and Perfect Master, and
live each day as best we can in His
Remembrance, it will help us when the
opportunity to be with Him outwardly
arises; but if for some reason we are facing the very difficult circumstances of life
and feel the weight of worries, desires,
frustrations and concerns and feel alone,
sad, and downhearted; that certainly does
not mean we should not avail ourselves
of the opportunity to see Him, for in
the end it is only His Grace that can lift
us up.

The Indescribable Gift
from a talk
DARYL RUBIN
HIS IS the tenth

year of these holy trips
that Master has so graciously afforded
us to His feet in Rajasthan. Many of us
have had the chance to go often, some
have gone every year, some have gone
many times. Many of us have had at least
some chance to go there and spend this
precious, holy time with Him.
One of the most important messages
that came through to me on this trip is:
How are we understanding this trip? And,
How are we using our time? Why are we
going there? What are we supposed to accomplish while we are there? Have we
really thought about this deeply and
thoroughly? If not, we should realize that
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the time is passing, and we don't know if
we'll ever get such an opportunity again.
It's not an ordinary thing; it would really
be a great mistake on our part to take any
of it for granted.
In Bombay a dear one told me an experience he'd had with the Master, and it
really struck my heart. He told me that
he went to the Master and asked Him
about doing some sort of business thing
while he was in India. He thought that his
intention was very good, because if he
was successful in this it would be very easy
for him to have enough money to come
and see the Master regularly every year.
In His reply, Sant Ji told a story from the

life of Tulsi Sahib which really emphasized the difference between being with
the Master with body only and really being with Him with all our heart and soul.*
He also said, "Many of the dear ones
have made this trip very often, but I'm so
sorry to see that even now many of the
dear ones do not understand and do not
appreciate how holy, how blessed, how
rare this opportunity is; and many of the
dear ones do not take full advantage of
this time." He said that in many cases we
have even started to make this a ritual.
We come every year, but we don't even
stop and think why we are coming, and
we don't bring our full hearts to Him.
Even though He wants with all His heart
to give us so much, we come there and
look at other things. We come there with
so many other things in our hearts and we
don't really take what He is trying to give
us.
If we want to really utilize this opportunity, this holy precious time, which not
even one in ten million is being given, and
if we want to take the full advantage of
it, before going on this trip we should
look at ourselves and think, "Why are we
going, and what can we gain at this time?"
We should know that we should be going only for Him. We should care about
this more than our own life, because this
is our life. It is our only life. And we
should know that whenever we look away
from Him at anything else, or at anyone
else, it is a tragic loss which we can't even
measure. We can't even dream how much
we've lost when we look away from Him.
And these ten days we have so much opportunity to be with Him because He
reserves this time and He gives so much
special attention to us. We should know
in our hearts why we have gone. We
should be going only for Him.
I just shuddered in my heart to even
* This story is told in its entirety on page 20 of this
issue.
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think, "Could I be making this into a ritual, even during His lifetime? How could
I dare?"
Then the next thing that happened was
when the Western sevadars had a chance
to meet with Pappu, and we discussed
next year's program, how we could improve it and some of the other ways we
could arrange the program. And at that
time Pappu told us that there were several things which Sant Ji has become very
deeply concerned about, and that we
should convey this to the Westerners. He
told us that when Judith comes he would
also discuss this with her and ask her to
please get this message through to the
Westerners who come to Rajasthan.
Sant Ji was very concerned that there
has been too much socializing on these
trips; that the dear ones were getting involved too much with the Indian people
or with the sevadars or with India, and
they are not coming for Him as much as
they should be. When we have got the
Supreme Father Himself, all to ourselves
in front of us, ready to give us His very
own self, how can we turn away and look
at the useless things? How can we dare?
He again emphasized that we should not
get involved with the sevadars, the Indian sangat; we should not be going there
to do anything but His devotion. We have
so much to gain from this trip; we have
so much to lose if we don't do it. If we
don't take full advantage and use every
precious moment to remember Him, we
have really wasted it.
He said that the dear ones should not
go there to do any transactions. We
should not get involved in taking things
from the West for the Indian people. We
should not bring any gifts. We should not
come to practice our Hindi or in any way
get involved with the Indian people. We
should be involved with God, with our
Master, and with doing His remembrance.
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We don't realize when we do these
things what effect it has on the people and
on the Master after we have left: after we
go back home what problems He has to
deal with because we did not pay attention to what He told us. It is so easy for
our mind, our competent lawyer who sits
within us, to tell us, "Oh this one thing
is all right. Master meant only the other
people. But this little thing that I want to
do-there's no harm in it. And Master
didn't mean that this thing wasn't okay,
He only meant the other things and that
the other people shouldn't do it." And in
that way our mind tells us that it's just a
simple thing; it's just an innocent thingand the little thing which I want to do is
okay. But because we don't understand
how the whole thing works, because when
we go home we don't see the problems
that we have created, that is why we don't
realize what we are doing when we don't
obey Him, and how much we have lost
when we turn our hearts away from Him
and look at anything else.
Pappu also mentioned that Westerners,
both in Bombay and in Rajasthan, have
been going into the Indian langar. In both
places there has been so much effort made
to prepare a Westerners' langar, to provide all the things which Westerners are
used to, and even after making such a big
effort, people are wandering over to the
Indian langar; and it's also a difficulty for
them because they don't plan on that extra preparation, but it also gives one more
chance to socialize and get involved with
the people whom we are not there to socialize with.
So dear ones, this is His request to us:
that we are being given the most precious,
high, and holy blessing that could ever
come from the Supreme Home, and we
should please appreciate it. The time is
passing. We should not go for anything
else but Him, His remembrance, and filling ourselves with the precious gift of
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Naam. We should use every single moment for dyeing ourselves in the color of
Naam. That is what we are there for; that
is why Master has made such a great
sacrifice so that we can come. And we
should appreciate it and utilize it for the
purpose for which it has been given to us.
Please, this is His request to all of us:
we should not get involved with anything
of India; whether it is shopping, bringing of gifts, bringing American-made
goods; whether it is practicing Hindi,
praising the sevadars. We don't have to
prove ourselves to anybody. We are not
there to make any special names or positions for ourselves in front of the other
people or anything like that. We are there
for something much higher, and something very, very holy.
Another thing which He said in satsang, both in Bombay and Rajasthan,
and it really struck my heart, was this:
that those who really have the love of the
Master respect His words more than His
body. No doubt, we do love the body of
the Master with all our heart and soul, because without that Form we would never
have come on the Path and we would
never have gotten Naam. And because of
that Form we have gotten the chance to
know about the Path back to God. But
that Form is not really the Master. He is
the Shabd which is working in the body.
It is the Shabd Form of the Master that
we have to attach ourselves to; because
the body of the Master will not always be
with us, but the Shabd Form of the
Master will always be with us. And the
words which are spoken through the body
of the Master come from that Shabd
Form and that's why He says that the
words of the Master are in fact the Master
Himself, and those of us who pay more
respect to the words than to the body will
be successful. And those of us who try to
attach ourselves only to the body of the
Master, but who don't appreciate His
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words, will never be successful, because
Master is not the body.
And I was thinking as He talked., about
that one hour in the meditation hall, when
He comes and sits before all of us; at that
time we have the Supreme Father all to
ourselves. We don't have to go anywhere,
we don't have to push and shove in the
midst of a crowd to get to Him. He sits
before us in all His splendor and with all
His heart. And He is ready to give His
whole self to us at that time. But do we
ever ask ourselves whether we have come
into that room as He has? And if we have
understood how to be in there for the one
hour? I saw, in the enthusiasm which we
have for the body of the Master, how
when He gets up from the chair to leave,
even before He has finished straightening
the bent back and aching knees which we
give Him, the dear ones are already jumping up and running toward the door to
chase the Master's body as He walks back
to His room. And those dear ones who
don't jump up get stepped on or get
kneed, or get blankets swished across
their faces, and some get pushed aside at
the doorway. And in this enthusiasm to
chase the body of the Master, had I ever
asked myself, "How much of this precious hour, when you could have had all
of Him to yourself, how much of this
time did you spend with Him? How much
of this time did you bring your heart to
the Master?" It's an opportunity that cannot be bought by any means and He is
giving it to us, and He wants with all His
heart that we should come there and take
it. Master Kirpal had said in His lifetime,
and Sant Ji quotes Him very often, 'Now
the giver has come, take it; why don't you
take it?"
And this prayer welled up from my
heart: "0 God, you have given us so much
already, but still I have one more request
to make. I feel ashamed to think that I
would let this precious thing slip from my

hands. I beg for one more grace and
mercy: make me recognize this holy, this
precious, this blessed thing. Make me
remember Him with every breath and let
me come for Him and Him alone. And
let me not put my heart on anything else."
If we ever lose this precious thing and
if it slips from our hands, is there anywhere else in this world we could ever go
to get it again? We all know how, when
we go to Rajasthan, no matter what our
condition is, He forgives us. We don't
even have to ask. We come home with our
faces brightened, our sins removed, our
sorrows and pains lifted, our eyes shining with the sparkle of His love. Everybody, no matter who they are or how they
came to Him, goes home looking pure
and holy. Where else will we go to get
this? Who else will share the pain? Who
will take all the sorrows and worries upon
himself without being asked and without
even mentioning that he has done anything for us? Who else is going to show
us how to walk on this Path? Who else
in this world is going to make us meditate on Naam? And who will take us to
the Almighty Lord and tell Him, "This is
your soul and he has come to ask for forgiveness. He has forgotten you from ages
and ages and now You should forgive
him."
When I stop and think, just for a moment, and make my mind quiet and with
my deep heart realize or think who He is,
I just shiver to think that I could lose for
one second His Holy Remembrance and
let myself go anywhere else. He said in a
satsang that Sahjo Bai has said, "0 Sahjo, after going within you have come to
know only one thing: that there is never
anything you can ever do to thank the
Master for all that He has done for you.
0 Sahjo, in this condition you have become very quiet. "
Dear ones, we should know that
whatever He tells us is coming from the
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Court of the Lord and is for our own using it for the purpose for which it's
good. We should take it into our hearts, been given, then maybe it was another
we should think about it, we should make grace from Him that we won't get it so
it the foundation of our whole life. If we often and maybe by that more drastic
follow what He is telling us to do, it be- means we will start appreciating it more
comes a lot easier for Him to take care and we will utilize it more correctly. And
of us, and taking care of us is what He if he saw that the dear ones really were
definitely does. I'm sure by now most of starting to appreciate it a lot more than
you know the story of the incredible in- what some of us have done, then maybe
cident of the hotel fire, and that's why I He would find a way to let us come more
chose not to go into this at this time. That often.
In closing I would just like to say that
could have been the subject of an entire
talk about this trip. But take care of us by now, all of us have seen enough to
He does. And in that way also we can know that whatever He tells us and whatreceive much, much more of what He ever He does for us is absolutely the best.
wants to give us. He is ready to suffer and And that whatever He has ever given us
sacrifice to give this to us, and we are and will continue to give us is millions of
looking somewhere else. How can we? If times better and greater than what we
we want to bring any gifts, we should were trying to get for ourselves. He has
bring the gift of our silence and our Sim- often said that we are blind and we don't
ran. We should have respect for all the know what to ask from the Master, but
other dear ones who are also on this trip, still He gives whatever is good for us beand we should know how our actions are cause He is all-conscious and He sees the
affecting the other dear ones also. We road ahead; He knows the twists and
should not do anything which would be- turns on the Path and He always protects
come the cause of distracting the other the disciples. It seems to me that this opdear ones from the Master.
portunity of this trip, this ten days with
We have heard a lot about how the Him, is so grace-filled and so precious,
groups are getting very very full now and that if we utilize it correctly, as He has
how it's going to become harder to get to told us to do, it can easily become the
see the Master every year, and how the means of our being successful in this
dear ones are going to have to be more lifetime - of our being able to meet God
patient because there are newer dear ones and reach God in this lifetime. If we don't
and they also need to go and see the do it, how much we will repent once it has
Master. The one thing that I thought been lost! It is our duty and our responabout was that maybe there would be a sibility to think about His words and to
way where Master could let us have the take them seriously, to have faith in Him,
trip every year, but if we are not ap- and to trust in Him-and probably the
preciating it and if we are not really best way to do that is just to obey Him.
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The Suffering of the Soul
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
Just today an incident happened about
seventy kilometers from here. One dear
one got burnt in his home with petrol.
They lost a great deal because they had
two tractors which were burned in that
fire. But this is true, that when that dear
one remembered and asked for help from
his beloved Master, the Almighty One,
the fire was extinguished. Even though he
is burned very seriously, still he is lying
there peacefully. They might have lost a
great deal more than they have lost. In
that house were many other members of
There is no doubt in the fact that those the family; there were young children
dear ones who were going to be in this there also, and animals. Anything could
group and who were going to stay in that have happened; all of them could have
hotel at that time were definitely going to been burned. But God Almighty reduced
be in that fire. This is not a miracle. In the pain from the gallows to a pin prick.
this no one has done a favor to anyone. I have just come back after visiting that
This is all God Kirpa17s doing; He has dear one.
I have often said that the Negative
changed the program for the benefit of
His children, understanding all of us as Power has got some boons from the PosiHis children. It is not that God Kirpal has tive Power. Those boons were: No soul
sacrificed other people. He is the abode should have any remembrance of her past
of grace and even now He is showering life; no one should remember what good
grace on all of us. He is all gracious. karmas she had done or what bad karmas
Those people who were burned in that fire she had done, what is responsible for her
came there for that, and stayed there only suffering or for her reward; also that no
for that purpose. They were supposed to one should know where he was born in
be there. He protected us only because we the past life, who were his parents or his
were calling Him. We were requesting and children. Nobody, in other words, should
praying to Him day and night. He defi- have any awareness or knowledge about
nitely hears the plea of all those who are his or her past life.
The other boon which the Negative
calling for Him. Those who ask for help,
Power took was that Saints should not
definitely get help.
perform any miracles when they come
This darshan session took place on Janu- into this world, and they should not liberary 25, 1986, at Sant Bani Ashram, Vil- ate anyone without making them medilage 16PS, Rajasthan, India.
tate. This is why Masters always put a lot

Beloved Satguru, yesterday You
spoke about the hotel fire. You
spoke about Your sufferings had You not
seen our faces and had Supreme Father
Kirpal not suggested to you to make the
group come earlier, rather than later. I was
wondering whether it was in the whole
group's fate to be in the hotel during the
fire and whether these karmas have been
graciously taken off all of our heads, by
You. And if this is so, what about the
suffering that You are bearing for us?
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of emphasis on doing meditation. They
give us warnings through the satsangs and
they tell us, "This is your work and you
have to d o it." They do not perform any
miracles because this is a promise which
the Almighty Lord made with the Negative Power, that whenever Saints come
into this world they will not perform any
miracles to attract people back home.
Master Sawan Singh used to say that
if God Almighty had not given this word
to the Negative Power it would not have
been a difficult task for the Saints to take
everyone back, because for a perfect Saint
it is not a big thing to give an eye to a
blind person, or to give a leg to a person
who cannot walk. For them it is a very
easy thing, because they are the owners
of all, they are the Almighty Ones. But
since this is a promise given to the Negative Power, they do not perform miracles.
So according to that promise Saints do
not liberate anyone without making them
do meditation. The Negative Power has
made this promise to Almighty Lord, that
whenever He sends perfect souls, Saints,
into this world, he will have to give them
bodies; and according to that promise
whenever Saints come into this world they
are given a body by the Negative Power.
Now according to the laws of the Negative Power, the karmas which the disciples have done must be paid. It doesn't
matter whether the disciple pays that
karma, or the Master who has taken
responsibility for the disciple pays that
karma. All the karmas must be paid. Now
he has left this for the Master to decide,
who will pay how much of the karmas.
But this is sure, that nobody can go back
to the Real Home without doing the
meditation and without paying off all the
karmas which the soul has made. So this
is why in order to help the disciples (because the disciples cannot pay off their
karmas by themselves) Master always
helps them pay off their karmas. All the
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karmas must be paid. Now the Saints do
not have any choice in how to pay off the
karma: in whatever way the Negative
Power asks for the payment of the
karmas, they have to do that. If the Negative Power asks for an eye, they have to
give an eye. If he asks for a leg, they have
to give a leg. They do not have any
choice; they cannot say, "We will not give
you this and we will not give you that."
In whatever way the Negative Power
wants the karmas to be paid, they have
to do that. And this is why you might
have seen the Masters suffering. Saints
are pure souls and they are not involved
in any kind of karmas, because they have
not made any karmas which they have to
suffer or enjoy. They are free from
karma, and whenever you see them
suffering it is always because of the
sufferings of their disciples. Since they are
innocent and they do not reveal that they
are suffering for us, they may seem to be
suffering, but in fact it is on account of
their disciples.
Once Master Sawan Singh was suffering a greal deal; He was suffering for a
dear one who was present there and, instead of understanding the reality, that
dear one started having negative thoughts
for Master Sawan Singh. He thought,
"He is the Master and still He is suffering so much?" So he asked Master Sawan
Singh, "Master, is this your own karma
for which you are suffering?" Even
though Master Sawan Singh was suffering the karma of that dear one who had
asked this question, still he did not say,
"Dear one, I am suffering your karma."
He said, "No, this is not my karma, this
is the karma of one of my dear ones." So
even though Masters suffer for the
karmas of the disciples, they d o not say
when they are suffering for us because
they are not doing any favor to anyone;
it is their job and they have been sent into
this world by the Almighty Lord to help

the disciples go back to their real home.
This is not a small incident which I have
talked about, the fire in the hotel. It is
similiar to the Bhopal gas tragedy which
happened last year, in which thousands
of people were killed. It took about eight
hours for the machinery to control the
fire. It happened at two o'clock in the
morning when everybody was sleeping.
All of them were attacked by death when
they were in deep sleep. All the newspapers and radios were filled with the
news of this incident and even in Parliament this has become a big issue and they
are talking about it very seriously.
Dear children, when someone's son is
involved in any kind of accident, that father tries his best to save the child in every possible way he can. When a worldly
father can do every possible thing to save
his child from an accident, our Almighty
Lord, who is our God, and our Real Father, when He sees us in any kind of difficulty or any kind of calamity, then He
also does every possible thing; whatever
He can do, He does that for us. Those
who have love and faith in Him, according to our faith and yearning for Him, we
get help from Him.

When a piece of iron is heated in the
fire it becomes very hot, but it does not
melt. Whatever you touch with that
heated piece of iron also burns. In the
same way when the body is suffering, it
suffers very much. So the soul that is living in the body, will she not get any
suffering? Will she not be affected by the
suffering our mind and our body are getting? When you say that the soul doesn't
suffer, it is the other parts of the body
which suffer, that is not true; because our
mind as well as our senses do not have any
power of their own. It is just like a vine
which grows on a tree; it does not have
any root of its own, it does not have any
power of its own, but it takes its strength
from the tree on which it is growing and
it weakens the tree. In the same way, our
mind and the organs of senses are receiving power and strength from our soul,
and in return they are making our soul
weaker and they are making our soul suffer. And all these organs which we are using for bad deeds, they will all go and
bear false witness. When we go back to
the Lord of Judgment they all speak
against us. The ears will say that they did
not hear bad things [the soul did]. Our
hands and feet and all things which were
Dearly Beloved Satguru, I asked myself, given to us for doing good, since we did
if God loves us and our soulso much, then not do good with them, they will speak
how can it be that we have separated our- against us, and they are not the ones
selves from him? If our soul is innocent which are suffering. Ultimately it is our
then why is she suffering so much? Then soul which will suffer. When she will be
I asked myself, Well, maybe it is not so, given another body, when we will suffer
maybe the soul is not suffering, maybe it according to our deeds of this lifetime, it
is just the other parts that are suffering. will be our soul which will suffer, not the
other parts of the body.
Every Satsangi should read Anurag SaWhat obligations and responsibilities do
gar, because this question is answered in
that book; it is connected with the sub- we have to our blood relatives; for examject of that book. Kabir Sahib has writ- ple, if our brother goes bankrupt and owes
ten very clearly why the souls came into a couple of hundred thousand dollars?
this world and why the souls were given
I am sorry to say that people do not unthe body and why they are suffering. Still
I would like to explain it to you in brief. derstand the teachings of Sant Mat.
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Whatever is written in the literature, you sangi spoke to you and you told him to
people read that, but you do not under- do Simran and Bhajan and to attend satstand it correctly. This question regard- sang. And so it happened that the person
ing the worldly relations has been an- went to satsang, was constant at satsang
swered so many times very clearly. It is and was keeping the company with satnot a bad thing to help others. As souls, sangis, and he recovered from the illness
we are all brothers and sisters; those to the point that his mind is even better
whom we understand as our real brothers than it was before. You don't call that a
and sisters, as long as we do not get at- miracle? I told you about the car that was
tached to the Shabd Naam and go within, heading toward the river off the road,
we understand them as our only brothers that made a complete one hundred and
and sisters. We know that we can never eighty degree turn around. Don't you call
satisfy our relatives,. because the more you that a miracle? And I could go on and on
will help them, the more demands they like this, and talk about miracle after
will put and expect from you. So before miracle.
helping others, first you should be sure
Well, dear ones, still I cannot say that
why you are trying to help them. If you
are expecting thanks or anything in re- I performed any miracles. It is still all the
turn, then you should better not help grace of Master Kirpal, because He is the
them because you know about worldly re- one who is doing everything. I agree that
lations: one day they will thank you and when the dear ones are at this state they
the next day when their other demands give all the credit to their Master, and like
are not fulfilled, they will get upset with you, when Hira La1 Bagga, Pappu's fayou. So you may help them a little bit and ther, went to Canada he sent me a taped
after some days they will get upset with letter in which he said, "You may say, and
you because you will not be fulfilling their You have always said, that Saints never
further demands. I do not mean to say perform any miracles, but whatever I
that you should not help your relatives. have gone through ever since I left India
You can do that but be very careful, and for Canada, on the way, I have come
before helping others, you should know across so many things which were not less
why you are trying to help them. If you than miracles." I would like to say that
are expecting any thanks or appreciation Saints do not do anything except perform
from them, you should better not do that miracles. But still I would tell you, that
because the worldly relatives may thank there is nothing which I have done; it is
you one day but next day when their all the grace of the Master. Because Saints
worldly demands are not fulfilled, they know that first it is all the Master who has
may get upset with you, which you may done everything. They always remain innot like.
nocent and they never say that they have
done anything. During the Second World
You said that the Saints never perform War, I was in the Yole Camp. Yole is near
miracles and yet I see them about all the Khandra in the mountains and at that
time. And in more recent times I can give time in Khandra Master Sawan Singh was
you an example of a satsangi, he had such giving satsang and I was also present
an illness which is considered, at best, that there. One Army man was wounded, and
the person maintains about the same state had lost his leg; he had an artificial leg
of functioning, but usually the person de- attached to him. He had been wounded
teriorates in brain and mind. Now this sat- in Italy, and he came there. After Master
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Sawan Singh finished the Satsang, he
stopped Master Sawan Singh and said,
"You always say that You do not do anything, that You never perform any miracles, but You tell me one thing: We are
very ordinary beings, but still You went
so far to take care of me and to help me."
Then he told what he had gone through.
He said that in the front in Italy he was
wounded by a bomb. He lost his leg and
at that time Master Sawan Singh himself
carried him to the base where they had a
hospital. There again the enemy came and
they surrounded and attacked the hospital. So the doctors and the officers
decided that those who had minor injuries should be taken to headquarters, and
the others who did not have any hope of
surviving should be given injections of
poison and put to death. "And I also
came in that category. When the doctor
was going to give the injection to me, I
pleaded that he should try to save me; he
should not put me to death. But he did
not listen to me; he injected the poison
into my body. At that time I saw the earth
moving around, and I saw everything
green. But I remembered Your Form and
I did Your Simran. They threw my body
in the water, but when I remembered
You, at once You came there in your car,
and took me out. You brought me out
from that water and put me in Your car,
and You brought me into the headquarters hospital. So how can You say that
You did not perform any miracle, or You
did not come to help me? Why do You
say it is all Your Master that is doing this
when I have seen with my own eyes-I
was very much aware of your presence - I
saw with my own eyes that You came
there to help me." Master Sawan Singh
said, "Well, you can ask all these dear
ones: I have never gone out. I did not go
anywhere. I was just sitting here giving
the Satsang. If anything happened to you
it was all the grace of my Master."

Later when Master Sawan Singh was
having His food that dear one went inside and lay down in front of Master Sawan Singh, because he could not bend
over because of his artificial leg. And he
said to Master Sawan Singh, "The government has not given me any credit, and I
am not getting any pension or anything,
so it is very difficult for me to maintain
myself." Master Sawan Singh told him,
"Don't worry: God, Who protected you
earlier, will make arrangements for you
now also." Then He recommended him
to one Tisraldar whose name was Thakur
Singh, and He told him, "He will take you
to the government, and he will help you
get a pension. And he will help you get
the reward."
When the dear ones get the opportunity to talk to the Master, they always express what they have in their hearts. There
was a young girl who stood up and told
Master Sawan Singh that when her grandmother left the body she said, "Master Sawan Singh has come and I am going with
Him." Master Sawan Singh said, "There
are many people whose grandmothers
leave the body; and Baba Jaimal Singh
comes and takes care of them." At that
time Mastana Ji of Baluchistan was also
there and He had brought two bags full
of ashes and bones of many people who
had left the body because of a cholera
outbreak in Baluchistan. He told Master
Sawan Singh, "All these people whose
bones and ashes I am carrying, they all
said, 'We are leaving; Master Sawan
Singh has come to take our soul.' You say
that it is Baba Jaimal Singh coming to
take their souls. But they reported that
Master Sawan Singh had come to protect
their souls." Master Sawan Singh said,
"Mastana Ji, you are brave." He meant
to say that those who are the brave satsangis, the meditator satsangis, they see
their Master functioning everywhere.
Tulsi Sahib has also said that it is very
SANT BANI

difficult to understand a Saint. About anyone to praise Him; He was never
those who say that they have understood happy when anyone praised Him. He ala Saint He says, "I touch my ears. God ways remained in humility, and He would
forbid, nobody can do that." Even if you become very pleased when He could resit in front of the Saint and tell Him, main in humility.
Once Master Kirpal was wearing a
"You protected us; You did this, or You
shawl
and He was looking very beautiful.
did that for us" - still He will never agree
In
Punjabi
a shawl is called by the word
and say, "Yes, I did this for you; I did
that for you." He will always say, "No, Kumbali, and it had a spiritual sigthat is not me. I have not done anything." nificance. So I said a short line, "EveryBecause He is a very innocent being, and body is talking about the Kumbali, but
He is a very serious being, and He will I see that You are the one with the Kumnever say that He has done anything. It bali; Ask me and I will tell You, that You
is very difficult to understand the Master. are giving me a very beautiful exI see my Supreme Father Kirpal work- perience. "
I got many opportunities to have the
ing everywhere, even now, and even during His lifetime I would see with my own darshan of Master Sawan Singh and I was
eyes how He would come to protect the very fortunate to sit at the feet of Master
souls; many times He would make this Sawan Singh. Blessed were His holy feet
very obvious and very clear how He was where I got many opportunities to sit. He
functioning and how He was taking care had a very attractive form and His darof the souls. Now, even though he is still shans were also very attractive. Mastana
present among us, He is with us, and we Ji was His dear one, and Mastana Ji also
can see him everywhere - I can see him loved Master Kirpal Singh very much.
everywhere even now-since He is not Whenever Mastana Ji wanted to glorify
physically present in front of us, we can the Master, he would make me stand in
express what we have in our hearts for front of the sangat and say how Master
Him, we can glorify Him, we can sing Sawan Ji used to look, because he knew
praises of Him; but if, when He was in that I had seen Master Sawan Singh Ji so
his physical body, I would try to glorify many times. So whenever Mastana Ji used
Him, I would try to sing praises of Him, to ask me to describe the form of Master
He would not be pleased with that, He Sawan Singh, I would describe the form
would not get inflated like a balloon. He of Master Sawan Singh as I had seen
would always be very quiet and very kind, Him, because He had a very attractive
and whenever anybody would try to sing form; His face was very pink, and He had
any praise or try to glorify Him, He a very broad forehead. It always seemed
would not be pleased. He would say, as though there were two lights burning
"This is all Master Sawan Singh's doing; in the forehead of Master Sawan Singh.
this is all the grace of Master Sawan Whenever I would describe Master Sawan
Singh." He would give the credit to His Singh, he would become very happy; beMaster. Master Sawan Singh also would cause only he is the gurumukh who benot get pleased when Master Kirpal would comes happy hearing the praises of the
call Him "True Emperor." But sometimes Master, and only he is a real disciple of
I would call Master Kirpal True Emperor, the Master who always narrates and talks
and when I would do that He would al- about the form of the Master.
ways catch my ears and say, "Be careful!
Mastana Ji of Baluchistan used to call
Don't say that again!" He never wanted Master Sawan Singh God, and Master
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Kirpal the Son of God. And he would always say that Master Kirpal had done a
lot of meditation. Always he would tell
me that such a Power would give you the
Initiation, and such a Power will get
manifested in you Who is so powerful
that even if there were two cannons blowing the fire, if He put His hand in front

of the cannons, they would stop. He
would always say that Master Kirpal had
done a lot of meditation, and those who
want to see the fruit of meditation should
go see Master Kirpal. Those satsangis
who have seen Master Kirpal Singh know
how many nights he stayed up, and how
hard He worked in meditation.

BEFORE DAWN
Today you come like thunder
full of promises
into an empty summer sky
The first precious drops
begin to fall
one here
three and five there
But a parched and fiery heart
longs for you as monsoon
TRACY LEDDY
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